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Over 6+ years of phone sales experience. Strong organizational, analytical, 
problem resolution, and follow-up skills.Highly energetic Sales Consultant who 
consistently exceeds revenue goals. Exceptional interpersonal communication and
leadership skills.Award-winning sales pro looking to exponentially increase 
revenue in a fast-growing industry.

FEBRUARY 2008 – OCTOBER 2012
MOVING CONSULTANT - ABC CORPORATION

 FL Served as a middleman between carrier and client.
 Required to generate 10 quotes per day, with an output of 150 calls or 240 

minute call time required, daily job task.
 Secured new business and maintain existing customers.
 Responsible for prospecting and customizing specific moving packages relative 

to client needs.
 Required to produce a minimum of $2500 Third Party Fees.
 Quoted prices, and other bid related services.
 Responded to all customer inquiries in a timely manner.

2003 – 2008
MOVING CONSULTANT - DELTA CORPORATION

 Contact customers who are looking to relocate, whether it be for corporate or 
family moves and help them get quotes based on their inventory.

 Schedule and set up pick up dates with clients.
 Educate clients on the best possible options to coordinate a smooth and 

successful move.
 Audited moving expenses-in the event of a discrepancy, billed or refunded 

differences -Billed for goods and services we provided and detailed them on .
 Managed four telephone lines and took up to 100 calls per day to coordinate 

freight and relocations -Composed, edited, analyzed and mailed .
 Blackhawk Moving &amp; Storage.
 Handled customer furniture with care and respect.

EDUCATION

MS
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SKILLS

MS Office, Computer Skills.
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